
Ahhh July! With a successful first half of 2013 behind us, it’s a good time to  
look back at our recent accomplishments and staff milestones. We’ve included  
short summaries of recently published articles from our experts in food, chemical, industrial, 
automotive, construction management, and life sciences. You can get the gist and can read  
the rest on our website.

We’ve highlighted our growing business in Mexico. We’ve also focused on how we  
are sharing our expertise in such topics as energy, semiconductors, and safety. And we  
hone in on our staff’s professional achievements as well as the ways they are contributing  
to their communities.

new nissan Assembly Plant: SSOE Continues growth in Mexico 

SSoe  recently established operations in  
 Mexico in response to the growth 

and high demand its clients are experiencing in 
the region; we also expect to establish a local 
office and hire local staff in the near future. SSoe 
has completed nearly 35 projects in Mexico 
over the past 5 years. one of which is the nearly 
completed 2.2 million Sf assembly plant for 
nissan in Aguascalientes, Mexico where we 
provided planning and design services ranging 
from schematic design, through permitting, and 
construction support. 

the new facility will produce approximately 
175,000 cars per year including the Sentra and 
Versa, among other models. the assembly plant is 
due to be completed by the end of fall 2013.

SSoe proposed nearly 40 documented cost 
saving measures to nissan, totaling more than 
$21 million in project savings. Most of them were 
recognized during the construction phase. our 
recommendations covered diverse aspects of the 
project—from lighting to parking lots, paving, 
compressors, and dozens more.

in the loop

JASOn BECK, department Manager 
in SSoe’s Santa clara, cA office,  
is featured in the Spring issue of 
Area Development. his article 
“Managing a Successful  

Plant Shutdown and return to 
Service,” provides valuable  

tips to follow on each of the five phases of a temporary 
shutdown to assure a favorable outcome. he includes 
the basics—who should be involved in each stage 
and the amount of time to allow for completion. in the 
article, you’ll find answers to such questions as how to 
safeguard against budget-breaking scope creep while 
allowing for maintenance and repairs that are difficult 
to execute during full operation mode. Beck’s insights 
about the need to communicate with the rank and file 
employees, how much to set aside in contingency fees, 
and what to include in contract language underscore 
the many aspects of shutdowns that owners need to be 
aware of. 

to reAd the fuLL ArticLe, CliCK hErE.

Find MOrE ArtiClE  
SuMMAriES inSidE >

SSoe in thE nEwS

http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/area-development-magazine-article-managing-a-successful-temporary-plant-shutdown-and-return-to-service/


AndrEw KwOK, general Manager of 
Asian operations at SSoe, was featured  
in globalAutoindustry.com’s ASIAtalk  
and CHINAtalk eJournals. he discusses  
the benefits of using an engineering,  

procurement, and construction management 
(ePcM) model for project delivery in china. 

throughout the article, Kwok supports his viewpoint with 
relevant case studies. 

having a flexible design process is one advantage because 
it allows the construction process to move ahead while  
final internal process design is being completed. Kwok  
contrasts this with alternate delivery models that require that 
the internal elements and building shell be clearly defined  
at the start of construction. this shuts the door on the  
opportunity to save time and money afforded by a more  
efficient project schedule.

Kwok points out that the ePcM approach is based on  
teamwork and shared project goals rather than the  
potentially adversarial relationship that sometimes develops 
between the developer / end user and a contractor. 

SSOE’S JEnniFEr MAClEOd, PMP, 
cce, cdt, Procurement and contract 
Administration Manager, was recently 
featured in Construction Executive 
Magazine. in “Maximize Cost 

Control through Project Planning,” 
MacLeod highlights a number of best 

practices for project plan implementation that will help keep 
your project on schedule and within budget. 

McLeod explains that a good project plan is comprehensive 
and accurately captures the objectives of the stakeholders.  
in addition, it needs to be a flexible document that the 
project team reviews and recalibrates frequently in order to 
maintain ongoing control over the project. to control cost, 
the plan identifies what resources are needed, at what point, 
and for how long. Similarly, by translating the project scope 
into smaller elements using a work breakdown structure, the 
project manager can better manage the budget. 

While McLeod urges the team to create a comprehensive 
communication plan, she emphasizes the downside of  
disseminating too much information to the entire team. 

SSOE’S BrEnt KAPElSKi, AiA;  
lOuiSE SChlAttEr, ncArB, Leed  
AP Bd+c; And JAMES yErKE, Pe, 
ceM were interviewed for Logistics  

Management Magazine’s article 
“warehouse / dC Operations: 
Seven trends in Sustainable 
design.” the article explains that in 

addition to the well-known advantages 
of incorporating sustainable features into 

warehouses and distribution centers there are lesser-known 
benefits such as relocation incentives and opportunities to 
implement renewable energy with no additional project cost.

the article discusses seven sustainable strategies to 
implement in traditional warehouses. these include saving 
money on logistics and transportation; energy saving lighting 
practices; creating a netzero building; recycling, reusing, 
and repurposing; and tips for regulating temperature in  
the facility.

SSoe in thE nEwS

SSOE’S JiM OttE, nicet iV, data /  
fire / Security Specialist is featured  
in recent issue of Chemical Processing 
Magazine. in “Safety: do you need 
a Mass notification System?” 

he explores the potential need for Mass 
notification Systems (MnS) in manufacturing 

facilities. Although current regulations may not require a 
MnS, these systems merit careful consideration as methods to 
improve safety. 

otte delivers a comprehensive review of the warning devices 
and systems available including voice messaging, tone- 
based systems, visual messaging such as digital signage,  
automated calling systems, paging systems, interconnection 
with two-way radios, telephone and cell phone systems,  
interconnection to computer networks to display pop-up  
messages on computers, and others. You will read about the  
varying level of effectiveness of each type of system as well 
as its other advantages and drawbacks. the article is an 
excellent starting point in making an informed decision about 
what system, if any, should be considered in your facility. 

( reAd the fuLL ArticLeS At WWW.SSoe.coM/SuMMer2013 )

http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/globalautoindustry-com-article-what-can-be-the-decisive-difference-maker-for-challenging-development-projects-in-china-epcm-one-of-the-preferred-project-delivery-models/
http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/chemical-processing-magazine-article-safety-do-you-need-an-mns/
http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/construction-executive-magazine-article-maximize-cost-control-through-project-planning/
http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/logistics-management-magazine-article-warehouse-dc-operations-7-trends-in-sustainable-design/


ryAn BEAt, Pe,  an electrical engineer at SSoe, contributed  
to the article “Energy Management: Crunching  
the numbers” that appeared in a recent issue of  
Food Engineering Magazine. 

if reducing energy usage is anywhere on your list of  
priorities, this article is one you will read and save for  

reference. it starts by presenting tips on how to prepare for  
and conduct an energy audit. You learn who should participate and what 
areas and functions to include in the audit.

the article lists specific situations and practices in a manufacturing facility that 
are commonly responsible for energy loss. Beat points to one—the tendency 
to send heated water down a drain rather than recapturing the heat for use in 
another operation.

Various experts drill down into the details of how to use hardware and 
software to monitor and analyze energy data. While Beat presents low-cost, 
scalable options for accomplishing this, the article also covers the factors to 
consider when implementing more sophisticated systems. the article discusses 
eMS systems in depth, explaining the range of functions even basic ones 
offer as well as how to integrate them with additional technology to provide 
advanced functionality.

SSOE Semiconductor 
Experts to Exhibit  
at SEMiCOn west  
in San Francisco, CA
As a result of its recent merger with 
evergreen edc, SSoe gained deep  
experience in the semiconductor industry  
including a history of executing large 
and small tool ramps, base build 
design, and retrofit projects. SSoe’s 
high-tech team has provided design, 
engineering, and construction  
management services in complex 
environments for some of the world’s 
leading semiconductor manufacturers. 

A group of our industry experts will 
attend SeMicon West July 9–11, 
the premier event for engineers and 
manufacturers with expertise in both 
semiconductor and photovoltaic (PV) 
manufacturing, to showcase our broad 
range of services and experience. 

to learn more about SSoe’s experience  
in the semiconductor market,  
click here.

COMBuStiBlE duSt 
lunCh And lEArn
combustible dusts are fine particles 
that present an explosion hazard when 
suspended in air in certain conditions. 
A dust explosion has the potential  
to cause fires and explosions that  
could result in deaths, injuries, and 
even destruction of entire buildings.  
Preventing these dangerous events  
is a serious concern for a number of 
SSoe clients and our own people.  
in many combustible dust accidents, 
employers and employees were  
unaware that a hazard existed. 

the primary objective of the 
combustible dust lunch and learn 
was to raise awareness among SSoe 
employees about the hazards and 
help them make sound safety decisions 
during the engineering and design 
process. SSoe welcomed client guest 
attendees to the session. Keeping our 
clients, our people, and our contractors 
safe is a Win/Win/Win.

Click here to visit SSOE’s safety 
blog.

EVErgrEEn EdC COMPlEtEd trAnSitiOn 
tO SSOE grOuP On JunE 21St 
in January 2013, SSoe announced its merger with evergreen edc. 
on June 21st the transition was completed when the evergreen edc 
name changed to SSoe group. 

ranked #2 on Portland Business Journal’s list of “top engineering 
firms” (2012), evergreen edc joined SSoe as a 315-person firm with 
five offices throughout the u.S. (oregon, new York, california, new 
Mexico, and Arizona). now operating as a distinct operation within 
SSoe, the unit has grown to more than 350 people driven by growth 
in the semiconductor, life sciences, and data center markets.  

A majority of operational changes were completed months ago so 
clients will notice no disruption to daily operations or processes. 
Maintaining the same great client service and commitment to quality 
has been and will remain our top priority as the firms formally unite  
to serve you as SSoe group.

changes to be aware of include the conversion of all eedc employees to SSoe 
email addresses, proposals, and title blocks for new projects will come from  
SSoe group, and all website contents will now be housed at www.ssoe.com. 

http://www.ssoe.com/evergreenedc
http://blog.ssoe.com/safety/
http://www.ssoe.com/markets/manufacturing-process/semiconductor/
http://www.ssoe.com/published-articles/food-engineering-magazine-article-energy-management-crunching-the-numbers/


crop short here

All thAt hArd wOrK hAS PAid OFF!
Jennifer Breault, rA, ncArB, Leed AP Bd+c recently 
earned her architectural license. She has 13 years of  
experience and works in SSoe’s toledo, ohio office.

loredana lupu, Phr, earned her certification as a  
Professional in human resources. Lupu joined SSoe as  
part of the evergreen edc merger and works in the Portland, 
oregon office. 

Jacob Ott, Pe, Leed AP Bd+c, and ryan Prater, Pe, 
recently received their professional engineering licenses.  
ott has eight years of experience and works in SSoe’s  
nashville, tennessee office. Prater, based in SSoe’s  
cincinnati, ohio office has seven years of experience.

COngrAtulAtiOnS!
russ Kinner, Pe, was recognized by ieee for exceptional 
performance as the u.S. Western region treasurer. Kinner is 
a senior electrical engineer in SSoe’s glass / manufacturing 
division and a member of the ieee Phoenix chapter. 

Andrew Mekus, Pe, in our toledo office was recently 
named the “Young engineer of the Year” by the toledo 
chapter of the Society of Professional engineers. this is the 
beginning of a streak. SSoe’s Adrienne taylor won this 
honor last year!

five employees have recently earned Lean Six Sigma  
(LSS) green Belt certifications. Steve Campbell; dale 
Feldhaus; rick Fox, PMP; Jennifer hrosko, iidA; 

and John Stauffer, PMP. in addition to creating  
$1.5 million in efficiencies from internal projects, SSoe also 
completed Lean Six Sigma training for more than 40 staff 
members. 

SSoe recently presented Jennifer hrosko, iidA, Senior 
interior designer, and lance Mushung, AiA, ncArB, 
Architect, with founder’s Awards for their exemplary 
performance on Miamisburg Local School’s $79 million 
district-wide rebuild project. their innovative approach and 
program management resulted in a very successful building 
program and nearly $11 million in documented savings. 

Zach Platsis, ceM, cMVP, Leed AP o+M, gave a  
presentation, “Best Practices for Multi-Building / campus 
energy improvement Programs” at the 2013 Business & 
industry’s Sustainability and ehS Symposium that took place 
in March in cincinnati, ohio. Platsis is an energy consulting 
expert in SSoe’s toledo, ohio office.

nEw hirES And rEtirES
SSoe has welcomed more than 50 new employees in  
2013. We’ve also welcomed 6 new Principals and 25  
new shareholders—bringing the total number of SSoe  
shareholders to 183.

in addition, we’ve also said goodbye to some familiar  
faces since the new year began. terry Bowman, roger 
degood, Arne larson, and tom thompson retired 
with a combined 141 years of service to SSoe. thompson 
broke the record with an amazing 50 years of service!

SSoe PEOPlE

On July 15–16, SSoe will host  
the first annual “evolving energy  
Landscape” seminar at Maumee Bay 
State Park in oregon, ohio. Both 
SSoe and outside experts will deliver 
information and insights about the 
energy industry’s complex, changing  
issues. Attendees will be better 
equipped to reach short-term energy 
goals and set a smart course for the 
future. the seminar will qualify for  
.7 ceus and up to 10 Pdhs.

Among the topics to be covered are 
the future of natural gas and electricity 
prices; air pollution control options; 
combined heat and power (chP)  
issues; energy efficiency and  
assessment; options for financing 
energy projects; negotiating energy 
contracts; and reducing energy usage 
with data, fire, and security systems.

for a full agenda, or to register, visit: 
www.ssoe.com/EEl2013

SSOE to Sponsor Energy Seminar at Maumee Bay State Park
“the evolving energy Landscape: Practical tips for the Present; Strategies for the future”
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crop short here

Since itS founding in 1948, 
SSoe has shared the advantages of 
its success in the communities in which 
it works. this has been accomplished 
through programs, volunteering,  
financial support, and donations.  
for more information on SSoe’s  
commitment to corporate social  
responsibility, visit  
www.ssoe.com/about-us.

SSOE FOStErS  
EnginEEring AwArEnESS 

in ChildrEn
SSoe’s Portland, oregon office 
recently welcomed 14 students, ages  
9 to 17, to experience engineering 
firsthand at the company’s annual 
“take Your children to Work day.” 

SSoe Vice President Clem wood 
welcomed students to a day of  
learning and discovery. Project  
Manager Jay Chester, Pe, shared  
what engineers do and explained  
the different types of engineering  
disciplines. 

throughout the day, students  
participated in fun, educational  
sessions on structural engineering, 
electrical engineering, and  
architecture. BiM/cAd technical 
Leader Matt nelson showed  
students how to sketch up a house 
using BiM technology. John Smith, 
electrical designer, had the students 
use balloons to illustrate electrical 
charges and how 
they move. SSoe  
Project Manager  
Jonathan 
Knapp showed 
students how a 
set of drawings 
is compiled and 
used to construct 
buildings. 

contriButing PrOFESSiOnAlly & PErSOnAlly

StudEnt ShAdOw wEEK
Many local high schools require 
seniors to take part in a Student 
Shadow Program as a way to expose 
them to fields they are interested in 
pursuing. SSoe’s toledo, ohio office 
has hosted and participated in the 
Program for more than ten years. in 
May, students had the opportunity to 
engage and interact with members  
of SSoe’s staff from the mechanical, 
electrical, chemical, civil, structural, 
architecture, construction management, 
and design technology departments.

APril: AutiSM AwArEnESS 
MOnth At SSOE

Staff members showed their support 
for those with autism and their  
families by donating to Autism 
Speaks. contributors had the option 
of wearing jeans to work on friday, 
April 12. SSoe matched employees’ 
donations.

to learn more about Autism Awareness 
visit www.ssoe.com/Summer2013. 

MAy: CAnCEr AwArEnESS 
MOnth At SSOE

the American cancer Society (AcS) 
is celebrating 100 years of saving 
lives and SSoe raised awareness of 
various types of cancer by posting 
educational materials on prostate, 
breast, colorectal, and skin cancer. in 
addition, staff who made a donation 
to the AcS had the option to wear 
jeans to work on fridays in May. 

to learn more, visit www.ssoe.com/
Summer2013. 

BgSu SChOlArShiP
recipients of SSoe’s 2013–14 Archi-
tecture and construction Management 
scholarships were Bowling green 
State university (BgSu) students Jean 
Marie green and douglas furia,  
respectively. We’re excited that 
douglas has accepted a position as 
summer co-op in SSoe’s construction 
management department!

EnginEEr FOr A dAy
SSoe also hosted approximately 40 
students from area high schools at its 
toledo, ohio office for the “engineer 
for a day” program. Students 
participated in hands-on activities, 
explored the different engineering 
disciplines, and learned what it 
takes to become an engineer and 
potentially an employee of SSoe.

Ed McConnell, Pe and Zulema 
lopez, Leed AP led a demonstration 
titled, “Let’s Build a Motor.” data / 
fire / Security specialist, Evan  
Baker gave a presentation on  
fire alarm systems, new security 
technologies, as well as data center 
design and wireless networks. nate 
Kirwen and Brian Bergman led  
a team-building activity featuring 
Legos and demonstrated project  
management principles. the day  
concluded with the presentation 
“What is civil engineering?” and a 
look into 3d technology and  
animation 
software 
with Mark 
laBell. 

http://www.ssoe.com/press-releases/ssoe-group-to-host-40-high-school-students-during-annual-engineer-for-a-day-program/
http://www.ssoe.com/press-releases/st-johns-jesuit-and-new-riegel-high-school-students-to-shadow-at-ssoe-group/
http://www.ssoe.com/about-us/corporate-social-responsibility/
http://www.autismspeaks.org/
http://www.cancer.org/
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Volkswagen and SSOE group receive ACEC 
Engineering Excellence grand Award for world’s  
First lEEd® Platinum Automotive Manufacturing Plant 
SSoe group received one of eight grand Awards for engineering excellence at the 47th Annual engineering  
excellence Awards—a national juried competition sponsored by the American council of engineering companies 
(Acec). the award, presented in honor of the new Volkswagen Assembly Plant in chattanooga, tennessee,  
was presented at an award gala in Washington d.c. 

SSoe performed full design and construction management for this $1+ billion production facility that produces the 
Passat. it is the first and only Leed Platinum automotive manufacturing plant in the world, the first Leed platinum 
industrial campus in the u.S., and the largest platinum project in the u.S. (based on building area). 

for more information about the VW chattanooga project, including videos and an online photo gallery, visit: 
www.ssoe.com/platinum

http://www.ssoe.com/press-releases/volkswagen-and-ssoe-group-proud-recipients-of-acec-engineering-excellence-grand-award-for-worlds-first-leed-platinum-automotive-manufacturing-plant/
www.ssoe.com/summer2013

